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Notes from the Editor

For those of you who were fortunate enough to attend the recent National
Convention, I hope you find this issue of the National Newsletter full of fond
memories of friends, fun and lots and lots of open salts. For those who
weren't able to attend, I hope you enjoy the overview provided here and find
it sufficiently intriguing to get you to join us at the next convention in 2005.
It is truly a convention where the more, the merrier!
One exciting initiative undertaken at the convention by the leadership of all
the clubs was the creation of a new group. You'll be hearing more about
this through your local club, but the purpose of this new group is to support
and strengthen all the clubs by taking responsibility for such common,
"national-level" activities as the publication of this newsletter, support for our
opensalts.info website and coordinated publicity for our hobby. Many of the
Notes.........cont’d on pg 3
Convention Attendees in Costume

Left to right: Marsha Powers, Betty Lippert, Carolyn Bugel, Joyce and Clay Holland,
Kay Reissing, LeeAnne Wilson, Bessie Owens, Jackie Brady, Donna Wolfe,
Deane Rabourn, Larry Neeb, Don Rabourn, Dick and Cackey Marsden, Rod Elser,
Sherry and Al Diamond, Maris and Nola Jende, Sarah Kawakami, Judy Downs,
Lorraine Ayers, Kay Berg, Linda Drew, Ed Berg
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8th NOSC – A SUMMARY
By Al Diamond

In case anyone hasn’t heard, we
had a little ‘get-together’ in Cherry
Hill, NJ at the end of June. It
never ceases to amaze us. All
you need to do is to gather 130
salters and you automatically have
a party with everyone having a
good time. Of course, it helps
when you have 25 people jumping
in and helping in everything from
facilities management to chairing
events and everything in between.
Sherry and I never had to figure
out how to handle a situation –
one of our NOSC staff was always
there to help.
All kidding aside, if you didn’t get
to 8th NOSC you really missed a
GREAT time. I strongly suggest
that you don’t miss 9th NOSC in
New England in 2005. As soon as
a site and date is announced, fill in
your calendar. Whether a casual
or serious collector, whether wanting education, socializing or simply
wanting to buy or sell, the biennial
NOSC is the place to be. There
were thousands of salts on sale
and all of our dealers were quite
busy. It was the same in prior
NOSC’s and I know that NESOSC
will do a bang-up job programming
and keeping everyone occupied.
Two years ago, on the airplane
back from 7th NOSC in California,
Sherry and I decided that our goal
was to have a program-heavy
NOSC with free time available
NOSC....cont’d on pg 3
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New England Society of Open Salt Collectors (NESOSC):
Meetings/Newsletters: Two meetings per year, generally held in the MA, CT, NH, and northern NY areas. Two newsletters per
year plus the two issues of the National Newsletter.
Dues $7 for individual members and $10 for a couple at the same address, payable every April 1st.
Send to NESOSC, c/o Karen Wetmore, 4 Clear Pond Drive, Walpole, MA, 02681.
Officers: Lesley Solkoske, President; Warren Pilling, Vice President; Maria Martell, Secretary; Karen Wetmore and Sue Brown,
Co-Treasurers.
Future Meetings: For further information about the meeting or the club, contact Lesley Solkoske (lgsolkoske@cox.net or 203-4403686) or Mimi Waible (MimiAHW@aol.com or 978-443-3613).
Open Salt Collectors of the Atlantic Region (OSCAR):
Meetings/Newsletters: Four meetings per year generally held in the PA, MD, NJ, DE, VA area; 4 informative newsletters per year
plus the two issues of the National Newsletter. The next meeting is November 15thin MD.
Dues: $10/year (or $17 total for family at same address), due May 1st of each year. Send to OSCAR, c/o Linda Kump, 71
Clearview Lane, Biglerville, PA, 17307-9407.
Officers: Rod Elser, President; Al Diamond, Vice President; Sally Hegedus, Secretary; Linda Kump, Treasurer.
Future Meetings: For further information about the meetings or the club, contact Rod Elser (rcelser@aol.com or 804-598-8771).
Midwest Open Salt Society (MOSS)
Meetings/Newsletters: Two meetings per year. Two club newsletters plus the two issues of the National Newsletter.
Dues: $10/single, $16/year includes second household member, payable January 1st.
Send to MOSS, c/o Ed Bowman, 2411 West 500 North, Hartford City, IN 47348.
Officers: S. Keith Tucker, President; Sandy Bernfield, Vice President; Sue Imhoff, Secretary; Ed Bowman, Treasurer.
Future Meetings: For further information about the club or meetings, contact Ed Bowman at the address above or
edbowman@netusa1.net.
Chicago Area—Midwest Open Salt Society (C-MOSS)
Meetings/Newsletters: This club is a regional off shoot of MOSS and still retains close ties to that club. Dues are voluntary to
cover the cost of mailings and door prizes. There are three meetings a year with the next one on November 8th in New Lenox, IL
at the home of Lynne and Lee Patterson. For further information about the club or meetings, please contact Keith Tucker (10386B,
Fox River Dr., Newark, IL.; phone 815-695-9651or kntwalnutfen@webtv.net).
Open Salt Seekers of the West—Northern California (OSSOTW-NC)
Meetings/Newsletters: Four meetings per year—January, April, July and October—that are generally held in the northern
California area. Also, four newsletters per year, distributed in accordance with the meetings.
Dues: $10/year per family unit, due January 1st of each year. Send to OSSOTW-NC, c/o Claragene Rainey, 950 Whispering
Pines Dr., Scotts Valley, CA 95066.
Officers: Sarah Kawakami, President; Linda Witt, Vice President; Claragene Rainey, Treasurer; Linda Drew, Secretary; Sarah
Kawakami, Gazette editor.
Future Meetings: Meetings in January, April, July and October 2003. For further information about the meetings or the club, contact Sarah Kawakami (925-757-9603 or hgsalts@earthlink.net).
Open Salt Seekers of the West—Southern California (OSSOTW-SC)
Meetings/Newsletters: 2 meetings per year generally held in the southern California area.
Dues: $5 per person, due January 1st of each year.
Officers: Chris Christensen, President; Holly DiDomenico, Secretary; Janet Hudson, Treasurer.
Future Meetings: For further information about the meetings or the club, contact Chris Christensen (714-540-1225 or
candp@net999.com).
Open Salt – Collectors South East (OSalt-CSE)
Meetings/Newsletters: Two meetings per year in the Atlanta, GA area and two newsletters per year.
Dues: $10/year, payable to:OSalt-CSE, Ms. Carolyn Bugel, P.O. Box 98267, Atlanta, GA, 30359-1967.
Co-Leaders: K. Reissing, C. Bugel and B. Herrman.
Future Meetings: The last 2003 meeting is scheduled for September 20th. 2004 meetings will be held on February 21st and
October 16th.
For more information about the club or the meeting, contact Carolyn Bugel at the above address (or BugelC@peoplepc.com).
Note: All this information—plus more—about the clubs can be found on the web at www.opensalts.info
Grateful thanks for Debi Raitz for developing and maintaining this site. She has “updated” the graphics on the site, so if you
haven’t visited it recently, please do so.
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Notes....cont’d from pg 1
details about this new organization
are still being worked out, but stay
tuned for more information.
Lastly, I would like to pass along
my thanks to all who contributed
articles to this issue as well as to
two specific individuals, Ed Berg
and Ed Bowman, who are responsible for most of the photographs.
Rod Elser
In Memoriam
A "Story Telling" Entry by Ed and Kay
Berg

8th NOSC....cont’d from page 1
only if attendees wanted it. We also wanted to use some of the programs
that had worked in the past and integrate new kinds of events that could be
the basis for programs used by the various clubs in the future. So we tried
a number of new ideas on OSCAR during the last few years and the successful ones became NOSC programs.
MAKE-A-SALT
Every region has skilled and talented ceramics teachers. We located one
in our neighborhood and had her order open salt blanks that could be decorated during our program. She taught everyone the techniques and turned
them loose to make their own salts. Doing it as the first program and having each member sign their salts left enough time for her to fire the pieces
and return them in time for the banquet Saturday night. Everyone enjoyed
being able to take home their own ‘Unique Masterpiece’.

We'd like to pay our respects to the
memory of a few fellow collectors who
have passed away, but who made
giant contributions to our hobby.
ALAN SMITH-One of the earliest
peole to help the hobby develop, he
traveled around the country to photograph open salt collections and give
collectors a series of 10 books that we
use to communicate with each other.
PATTY JOHNSON-Besides her leadership in the California clubs, her
major work, together with Bill
Heacock, produced the book we still
use today and the first extensive price
guide to be accepted as realistic.
MIMI RUDNICK-Her love of open
salts, her many contributions giving
recognition to dedicated collectors,
and her continued efforts to promote
open salt collecting helped our hobby
grow for years.
PEGGY BONZI-Though unable to
travel for many years before she
passed away, she worked tirelessly to
help wherever she for years, he
helped the club grow significantly. He
later used his own could. She encouraged Terry Crider to create new
shapes, and managed the Convention
Salt manufacture and distribution for
the first ever National Convention in
1988.
GEORGE TOMPKINS-An officer of
the New England Club collection and
the Gorham Company archives to create the definitive book on Gorham
Silver Salts.
These wonderful people are no
longer with us, and are sorely
missed!

Left to Right - Sue Brown, Karen Wetmore, Karen Ludwig, and Judy Johnson

SPEAKERS
We timed speakers throughout the two-day event. Terry Crider, a glassmaker who was prolific and created many salts through the 1980’s, was
supposed to be with us in person, but an illness in his family provided us
our first crisis. However, some quick thinking and Terry’s willingness permitted us to have him in attendance through a teleconference. We relayed
questions to him and he responded. Sherry and I were able to acquire a
sizeable (150 salt) Crider collection for display and Donna Wolfe, Ed
Bowman and the Jendes added another 100+ salts to provide attendees
with probably the largest display of Crider Salts ever seen.
John Shuman, a noted author, spoke on both American Art Glass and
Gaudy Welch; and Mary Pentin, a real firecracker of a speaker in a small
body, fascinated all with her knowledge of Battersea and Bilston glass.
STORY TELLING
A number of members responded to the challenge of writing a short story
about their affair with open salts and these stories were ably read by Jim
Cole whenever a spare five minutes were available. Unfortunately this didn’t happen often enough early on in the convention, so several were saved
and read during the banquet. They were all marvelously interesting and
most have been included in this newsletter for your enjoyment. Entries
were also made by Judy Johnson, Maris Jende and Al Diamond and these
will be included in the next newsletter. Many thanks to everyone who contributed to this activity.
EVENTS
Other events that occurred around the speakers included a Reverse
Auction that was a terrific success, an Appraisal Fair, two Buy/Sell sessions,
and a Salt Bingo game. A number of members put together some fantastic
displays. And then came Saturday …
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8th NOSC....cont’d

WINTERTHUR
Many OSCAR members know Winterthur as the DuPont Estate and
Museum. What most didn’t know was that the Winterthur collection included many salts, some of which had never been displayed. Working two
years ahead, the folks at Winterthur helped us locate all of their salts and
even agreed to bring some to display in a special location just for 8th
NOSC. So, after bussing down to Delaware, we were treated to both special tours of Winterthur with a docent for every five members AND a look
through the Glass Study Room, never open to the general public, in which a
strong collection of the salts of Winterthur were gathered for our study.
(Unfortunately restrictions on taking photographs limited our ability to
include these salts in this newsletter.) Members could also wander through
the public galleries, take the Garden Tour Tram, and shop at the two gift
shops before enjoying lunch in Winterthur’s dining room. Before leaving for
Cherry Hill again we all gathered in Wintherthur’s auditorium for one of our
speakers, Mary Pentin, who agreed to do her program in Delaware.
THE BANQUET AND BENJAMIN FRANKLIN
On Saturday evening, after a very busy day at Winterthur, we gathered at
the Clarion for our Costume Banquet. Since the theme of the convention
was A Revolutionary Convention (occurring in the Philadelphia area on the
week before July 4th), many of us celebrated by dressing in revolutionaryera costumes. We assisted by connecting with a local costumer who had
costumes ready and delivered to the hotel for attendees who pre-ordered
them. Our biggest surprise, though, was our speaker. Sherry and I had
contacted Ben Franklin two years earlier and arranged for him to attend and
be our keynote speaker for the evening. And this was not just another
reenacter! Since we were in the Philadelphia area, we contacted THE Ben
Franklin, the one who works Philadelphia and acts the role as a career. All
attendees agreed he was FANTASTIC and really capped off a very special
evening!
All in all, everyone who attended 8th NOSC had a good time. Lots of
salts changed hands and generous participants provided many door prizes
that were drawn all through the convention, not just at one event. Sherry
and I would like to thank all of the participants – it was the participants who
really made the convention successful. We’d also like to thank the many
members of the committee, from OSCAR and from all other clubs, who
made the convention flow smoothly, plugging the holes and responding to
the occasional crisis, so that we could act as coordinators.

Nola and Maris Jende with Ben

Sarah Kawakami with Ben

History of the National
Open Salt Convention
(NOSC)

Display of all convention salts to date;
done by Ed and Kay Berg

Sherry and Al Diamond with Kay and Ed Berg
PJ and Olen Thompson

NOSC....cont’d on the next column
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1988—The 1st NOSC was sponsored collectively by all the clubs
and was held in October in
Williamsburg, VA. The chairman
of this first-ever convention for
open salts was Ed Berg, and this
meeting still holds the record for
the most number of attendees at
over 150. The group toured the
DeWitt Wallace museum at
Williamsburg, and learned they
consider our Stiegel-type salts to
be jellies. Little do they know!
History....cont’d on pg 5
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Mimi Rudnick Award

History....cont’d from pg 4
1991—It was three years before
the next convention, the 2nd
NOSC, which was hosted by
NESOSC and held in May in
Wilmington, DE. People chose
between tours of the Nemours
mansion in Wilmington or the
Hagley Museum, which is at the
site of the original DuPont Powder
Mill. Evening entertainment featured a sing-along led by Norman
Kabatznik and Marie Cesky.
1993—Conventions now started to
be held every two years. The 3rd
NOSC was hosted by the
California clubs (OSSOTW-NC
and OSSOTW-SC) and was held
in June in Asilomar, CA. At the
evening banquet, people came
dressed as their “favorite salt”.
The group was saddened by the
news that Patty Johnson (coauthor of “5,000 Open Salts”) and
Ethel Blackwood were killed in an
automobile accident while en route
to the convention.
1995—It was back to the East
Coast for the 4th NOSC. This
convention was held in May in
Corning, NY and was hosted by
OSCAR. Speakers were from the
Corning and Rockwell Museums,
and tours of both were available.
Evening entertainment was created by Sari Raby and featured people dressed up as open salts who
talked about “themselves”.
1997—The 5th NOSC was hosted
by NESOSC and was held in
September in Plymouth, MA and
included a wonderful tour of the
Sandwich Glass Museum.
Evening entertainment was a
“Jeopardy” game with questions
about open salts, won by Donna
Wolfe. Commercials during the
program included “Puss In Boots
Salt” – “When It Rains, It Purrs”.
1999—The 6th NOSC was hosted
for the first time by MOSS and
was held in Chicago, IL. The
group took a tour by boat of the
Chicago waterfront. At the banquet we heard from Kyle Husfloen,
a writer and editor at the Antique
Trader publication.

Rod Elser presenting the 2003 Award to Sandy Jzyk and Nina Robertson

Mimi Rudnick was a collector of and dealer in open salts, and for
many years she was simply known as “The Salt Lady.” She was a
good friend and knowledgeable resource to all who knew her and was
a source of inspiration for some of our most-used reference books,
including those authored by Helen and Alan Smith and Patricia
Johnson. Her love of this hobby “infected” many and her numerous
contributions giving recognition to dedicated collectors will long be
remembered. Mimi passed away in early 1995, and in formal recognition of all that she did to promote open salt collecting, the Mimi
Rudnick Award was created and awarded for the first time at the 4th
National Convention. It was awarded to Ed and Kay Berg for their
many efforts, including helping create new collectors’ clubs, publishing numerous articles, and their unfailing willingness to help other
collectors in any way possible. At the 5th National Convention in
1997, it was won (in a tie) by both Donna Wolfe and Elmer and
Barbara Guilmartin. At the 6th National Convention it was won by
Ed Bowman, and at the 7th National Convention, Linda Drew took
home the award.
At the 8th National Convention, this prestigious award was presented to Sandra Jzyk and Nina Robertson for their publication of The
Open Salt Compendium. Few events are more important in a history
of a hobby than the publication of a new reference book; and not only
is this the most recently published reference book on open salts, it is
also by far the most beautiful book yet on our hobby. The dedication
and devotion that both Sandy and Nina showed through the many trials and tribulations from concept to printing press are clearly seen in
the final result. These two individuals are deserving recipients of this
year’s Mimi Rudnick Award.

History....cont’d on pg 6
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History....cont’d from pg 5
2001—The 7th NOSC, which was also the first open salt convention of the
new millennium, was held in San Francisco, CA and was hosted by the
California clubs with leadership from the Northern Chapter. Again a “salty”theme costume was suggested, and the hands-down winner of the People’s
Choice award was Lucille and Carolyn Bugel, who came as the “Pigs with a
Trough” salt.
2003—The 8th NOSC, as this newsletter confirms, was hosted by OSCAR
and was held in June in Cherry Hill, NJ. The group enjoyed a special tour
of the Winterthur Museum which included all their old open salts on display.
At the banquet people were asked to wear “Revolutionary Era” costumes
and a group photo was taken. During the meal we were visited by
Benjamin Franklin.
2005—The 9th NOSC will be hosted by NESOSC. Stay tuned for the location and date!

Note from Nina Robertson and Sandy Jzyk
As recipients of the Mimi Rudnick Award at this year’s national convention,
we were both gratified and humbled: gratified to be recognized for the work
that went into publishing “The Open Salt Compendium,” humbled to be singled out because our names appear on the book’s cover.
From the start of this project in 2000, we have been assisted and encouraged by so many of you, our fellow collectors, that it seems only fair we
share the honor of this award. Kay and Ed Berg, Lorraine and Fred Ayers,
and Filus and Bill Moore not only allowed us to descend on their homes
with photographers and equipment, but also permitted us to leave without
restoring their collections to order. We know we left a great deal of work in
our wake.
Debi Raitz, Linda Drew, Lesley Solkoske, and Bill Mehlenbacher traveled
(sometimes hundreds of miles) at their own expense with their most valuable salts in tow so that we could share with readers the unique and special
pieces in their collections. We left them little time to recover from their travels, putting them to work polishing salts and helping to formulate shots for
very long days at each location.
Our friends Dick and Cackey Marsden and Sarah Kawakami went to all
manner of trouble to have their Chinese Export and Mercury Glass salts
photographed for inclusion. Dick and Cackey even joined experts Tom
Dimitroff, Milicent Mali, and John Atzbach in writing introductions to various
sections of our book. The book would not have its meaning and value
without these contributions.
Just as important as those people mentioned above are all of you who
encouraged us with your excitement and interest, who buoyed our sometimes flagging egos with your confidence and support, and who continue
even today to make the effort worthwhile with your kind words and compliments. Don’t ever underestimate the value of your opinion. It has meant
the world to us.
Thank you all for the honor of the Mimi Rudnick Award. And thank you for
helping to make “The Open Salt Compendium” a success!
- Sandy Jzyk and Nina Robertson
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REVERSE AUCTION
Judy and Jim Royer

Items Ready to be Auctioned

The excitement began at least 6
months prior to the convention
when we received our final
marching orders from the
chiefs-of-staff—Al and Sherry
Diamond. At that point we
began gathering the items needed for the reverse auction. On
the evening of the 26th, we
arrived at the Clarion Hotel in
Cherry Hill, and immediately
began collecting items for the
auction. We were “staff members” (finally a title!) and as
such were issued our uniforms—snappy red polo shirts
emblazoned with the
Convention logo. We accepted
salts to be auctioned for individual members, as well as salts
that were generously donated to
benefit the club. All profits
were designated to help underwrite the Convention. One of
the nicest advantages of being
the chairs of the auction was
the opportunity to meet and
chat with salt collectors on an
individual basis. We made new
friends and re-connected with
those we don’t see often
enough.
The night before the auction,
we had a kick-off meeting with
Reverse....cont’d on pg 7
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8th NOSC Convention Salts

Reverse....cont’d from pg 6

the chiefs-of-staff. Al and
Sherry explained what was
expected of us, and we even
had a dress rehearsal (without
our uniforms) to assure the
smooth operation of the auction. We realized at that point,
that Jim would need a runner
partner, and Mike Kump volunteered. Al was the auctioneer,
Sherry manned the computer,
Linda Kump reconciled the
books and I provided the provenances and fumbled with the
ledgers for the sales summaries.
There were several noteworthy
events during our few hours in
the spotlight:
1.) The success of the bluerimmed convention salt was
thrilling. It was one of two
made and brought a $475 bid.
(There is a separate article in
the newsletter about this salt.)
2.) The number and quality of
the salts were impressive.
3.) The discovery that Mike is a
ballerina at heart (unfortunately
for us, but fortunately for the
camera itself, no photos are
known to exist of Mike in
action); but if ever we do this
again, a large tutu will definitely be required. Hmmm. . . . .
perhaps on eBay?
4.) Best of all were the smiles
and laughter of a room full of
salt collectors.
We are pleased we had the
opportunity to help and contribute in some small way to
the success of the 8th NOSC
Convention and look forward to
seeing everyone again in 2005.

Continuing the tradition of past national open salt conventions, a custom-made Convention salt was made for the 8th NOSC. It was a
mold-blown 18th century reproduction of a Stiegel-type salt made in
clear flint glass by Art Reed of Sweetwater Glass. They were produced by blowing a gather of glass into a diamond point mold,
attaching a pedestal foot and then hand working it to achieve the finished size and shape. Each salt is approximately 2 ¾" in diameter
and 3" high, but since each is individually handmade, no two are
exactly alike. Additionally, each salt has been signed by Art Reed
and marked "8th N.O.S.C. 2003." Only 154 of these salts were made
and all were pre-sold and either delivered at the convention or
shipped immediately afterwards.

Additionally, as president of the OSCAR, Rod Elser secretly contacted Art Reed to see if he would consider a special commission, that
being the production of a very limited number of colored convention
salts to be used as special awards. Art agreed since although he normally works only in clear glass, he does make some items in colored
glass only once per year. Fortunately the order was placed early
enough that Art was able to produce nine of the convention salts in a
beautiful, solid dark blue and two (yes, only 2!) extra-special, clear
convention salts but with a blue rim. Anyone who collects Stiegeltype salts is well aware that blue-rimmed ones are the rarest ones of
all! Each of these 11 special salts was also inscribed on the bottom
with Art Reed's name and "8th N.O.S.C. 2003."
One of each variety of these special salts was presented by Rod to Al
and Sherry Diamond at Saturday night's banquet as a gift from
OSCAR for all the hard work they put in as Co-Chairs for the 8th
NOSC. The second and only other blue-rimmed salt was auctioned
earlier at the beginning of the Reverse Auction, and found a happy
home in the collection of Sandy Jzyk. The other eight blue conven8th Convention....cont’d on pg 8
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8th Convention....cont’d from page 7

tion salts found good homes as well: one went to both Nina
Robertson and Sandy Jzyk as a prize to accompany their Mimi
Rudnick Award; one went to George and Connie Kullgren for their
exceptionally good work with the convention facilities; one was won
by Donna Wolfe as a door prize; and 4 individuals beat the odds and
won the opportunity, through a special drawing for attendees only, to
purchase one of the four remaining blue salts for $75 each.

Congratulations to everyone who now has one of these rare convention salts in their collection.
Whether you have one of only 154 made, one of 9 made, or fortunate
enough to own 1 of just 2 made, clearly they are about as rare as any
Steuben or Daum Nancy salt around!

Mercury Glass Salt
Description
Shown in the right-hand corner of
the cover of the newsletter is a
lovely silvered glass (also called
mercury glass) salt that Sarah
Kawakami brought with her to
show (but not sell!) at the convention. It measures 2 5/8 inches tall
and is the same in width across
the top. The diameter of the base
is 2 1/2 inches.
It is English and was made by
the Varnish Glass company of
London around 1849 to
1850. Hale Thompson and
Edward Varnish took out the first
Patent for silvered glass in 1849.
This salt was one of a pair found
in London this year. Sarah purchased it in May at the Hillsbough
Antique Show in California.
Another mercury glass collector
purchased the other salt. The seal
covering the base has a metal disc
marked "E Varnish & Co Patent
London." Another layer of glass
then covers this disc. Some of
these older silvered glass English
pieces are also marked Hale
Thompson's Patent London.

Open Salt Collectors Tour of England
Guided by Lesley Solkoske, President of the New England Society of Open Salt Collectors, King
Travelways of Meriden, CT has designed a tour tailored for the discerning collector of open salts and
other collectibles in Great Britain. The tour includes a variety of museums and selected sites housing
unique collections of open salts. The tour also includes stops at antique markets and fairs in London
with plenty of time for browsing and buying.
In the Cotswold area, you will have time to spend in many curio and antique shops. Traveling in a
deluxe motor coach will give you an opportunity to sit back and relax as we head towards Woodstock
and stop at Blenheim Palace where Winston Churchill was born. After our stay in Woodstock for two
nights, we will travel to the potteries, to Stoke-on-Trent for two more nights where we will visit
Wedgwood, Royal Doulton and other fine porcelain factories. We will then return to the Harrington
Hall Hotel for our last two nights in London. An elegant English tea will end our tour of England
before we return to the states.
The trip is scheduled to leave on March 17th and return on March 28th, 2004.
For full information, you can either contact King Travelways at 1-800-624-3616 or ktwinc@aol.com or
www.kingtravelways.com; or Lesley Solkoske at 203-440-3686 or lgsolkoske@cox.net.
Page 8
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Buy/Sell Sessions

Judy and Dave Schuur
The buy and sell sessions at the 8th NOSC were a huge success. Those of you who did not get to attend
really missed something very spectacular. It was “Revolutionary” to say the least. There were approximately 25 sellers in attendance at the convention. The buyers and the sellers can all thank the Kullgrens and

Diamonds for all of the advance work they did with the hotel and making the necessary prior arrangements
for all to go so smoothly for everyone. The sellers began setting up their tables bright and early at 6:00 AM
and things were buzzing from that point on. There was an amazing amount of “salt talk” going on and it

was great fun to see all the many different salts from across the country. Sellers were there selling their
salts from the west coast as well as the east coast and in between. It was obvious by the look on the
buyer’s faces they were happy with their purchases and were showing what a beautiful salt they had pur-

chased to others. In theory it would have been possible to count all the salts for sale, but reality is a different thing and with all the frenzied buying going on, there was no way to get an accurate count. However,
as an estimate, there were probably in excess of 4,000 salts displayed and for sale—enough to
Buy/Sell....cont’d on pg 10
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Buy/Sell....cont’d from pg 9

use for a new reference book! There were masters, individuals, condiments; art glass and you name it. It
was all there. The unusual as well as the scarce, rare, and the common salts were all in one big room. No
wonder people were happy about the outcome of this session. It will be a long two years until we get to see
something like this again; but those of us who did attend have the lasting memory of seeing salts everywhere!

Page 10
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CRIDER ART GLASS SALTS
A New Reference Book to be Published by Al and Sherry Diamond
American art glass has been defined in terms of great and familiar glass making names like Tiffany,
Steuben and Durand. However, the inventive spirit and creativity of American glassmakers did not end
with the Golden Era of art glass in the late 19th and early 20th Centuries. It lives today in small factories
and in the workshops of artists like Terry and Donna Crider.
The Criders’ initial glass making period extended from 1977 through the fall of 1988. Their production
included paperweights; toothpick holders; small, medium and large vases; crystal glass for paperweights;
marbles; and, of course, opens salts. Terry and Donna continued to make a small amount of glass in 1989
and 1990 on a part-time basis but have made little new glass since then. The Criders have indicated that
they will continue to make glass from time to time but have indicated that they will not repeat any patterns
in previously made colors in order to support the collecting community that has grown to appreciate this
form of art glass.
Interestingly, the Criders are self-taught in the glass making industry. Having come from an antique dealer family, Terry grew up with an appreciation for fine glass. However, his interest in glass making and the
techniques of iridizing developed from his technical background in chemistry. He experimented in iridizing
glass long before he built his first furnace and became well known in Carnival Glass circles.
Terry has told us that open salts were still challenging to make, largely because they were quite small
compared to most of his other items. One medium-sized vase took as much time to make as an open salt.
Three paperweights could be made in the same time. Many of the other items also sold better than open
salts, so salts were often made only when they didn’t have orders for other forms of glass. The number of
individual types and varieties of open salts is less than that of the Criders other glass products.
Crider Art Glass has been featured in The Antique Trader and in The Smithsonian Magazine. They have
glass in the permanent display of The Degenhart Paperweight and Glass Museum. The Criders have also
made limited-edition paperweights for a large company and have made souvenir toothpick holders, art glass
saltshakers and an open salt for various collectors groups, including one of our own National Conventions.
In addition to self-learning glass making techniques, Terry and Donna built all their furnaces, annealing
ovens, glass benches, and other such equipment. During the fall and winter of 1975 they spent all their
spare time building two small furnaces, firing them up for the first time in April 1976. Beginning by selling their “experiments” at flea markets, they found enough appreciation for their techniques that they began
full-time production in 1977 with four furnaces, working with several colors and forms.
Like many artists, Terry & Donna have been more concerned with the beauty and creativity of glassmaking than with the record-keeping that marks businesses more than it does artists. As such, a complete
record of the Criders’ work would be impossible to compile. However, Al and Sherry Diamond have decided to take on the challenge of identifying and cataloging the wide variety of open salts produced by the
Criders.
Some collectors have certainly recognized Terry’s art and have collected his work since he began production. The Diamond’s have been lucky enough to encounter one such collection and are using it as the basis
of a new reference work. As initially issued, this reference book will focus on the many Crider open salts
Reference....cont’d on pg 12
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already identified, but as time goes on, it is their intent to collect as much data as they can from other collections and collectors to evolve a rarity measure and pricing guideline that will then be incorporated into
future editions. Al also hopes to gather examples of any colors, varieties or special features not represented
in the baseline collection and add them as well. A prototype of the book was available at the National
Convention and was received with great interest.
So A GUIDE TO CRIDER SALTS ($25 + $3.95 S&H) will be an evolving and growing work. As additional examples or varieties are found, pages or new editions will be created. All pages will have edition
dates on the bottom. All buyers of this work (and anyone purchasing it on a secondary market) are invited
to requests copies or register by e-mail (include your name and address) to Cridersalts@agencyconsulting.com or by mail to Crider Salts, P.O. Box 8092, Cherry Hill, NJ 08034. Buyers will then be informed as
updated pages and editions are available.

Terry and Donna Crider

Crider Salts on Display

Raffle Prize Winners
How many times does the opportunity come along to win a Daum Nancy salt or one made by Steuben?
Clearly not often enough, but everyone who participated in the raffle at the 8th NOSC had just that opportunity. The salts were indeed beautiful and although most people went home slightly disappointed
because they weren’t the lucky winners (and you didn’t have to be present to win), everybody still felt
pleased that these beautiful open salts were won by collectors who will really treasure them.
The lucky winners were Elaine
Cooper, who won the rare Daum
Nancy open salt; and Linda Drew,
who won the beautiful Steuben
open salt.
Everyone also had the opportunity
to win a special unannounced prize
that was generously donated during the convention by Wilf and Dolli
Cohen, who themselves were one
of the lucky winners of 3-night’s
free stay at the convention hotel! Rosemary Gallis, a new OSCAR member who was attending her first
meeting, won a beautiful Wave Crest art glass salt! Special thanks to the Cohens and congratulations to
all these extra lucky collectors!
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DISPLAYS

For the Love of Salts

By Lorraine and Fred Ayers

A "Story Telling" Entry By

The convention displays were ingenious, educational, and beautiful,
as usual. Ed Bowman, Mike Kump, and Mike Zagwoski expertly
handled the difficult task of judging, and ribbons were placed on the
winning displays. A special thanks goes to all those who brought displays. And to those who have never done one – give it a try! You
don’t know what fun you’re missing!

Nancy Dietel
June 26, 2003
I think that I shall never see
A salt that's perfect---just for me.
A salt that makes my eyes alight,
A salt for which I'd try to fight.
What is this salt that makes me
bold?
Art glass? Silver? China? Gold?
All of these at different times,
My heart will race, I'll hear the
chimes.
The salt will call, "I'm yours, come
here."
"Buy me, love me, have no fear."
I want that salt, but, Oh the cost!
"Don't worry" and I know I'm lost.
I want it, need it, love it so.

First prize for the “Convention Theme” display went to a patriotic
red, white and blue presentation titled “The Spirit of ‘76” by Sarah
Kawakami. Sarah’s was one of several lovely displays that traveled
all the way from the west coast to our convention.

I'll cherish it and then I'll go
Looking for another one.
Is this addiction? If so, it's fun!
I'll have to work another year.
To pay for all the salts, so dear.
But, Oh the pleasure hunting
brings,
Who cares about the other things?
My sons think I'm a nut, it's true!
They think it's clutter, through and
through.
But someday, they will auction
salts,
And thank me for my many faults.
Each will keep one special salt,
And smile to think of me and halt.

The winner in the “Beauty” category was “It’s Not Raining Rain, You
Know, It’s Raining Violets,” by Don Rabourn, who brought a stunning display of violet-decorated salts halfway across the country for
our enjoyment.

Perhaps they'll say I was quite
sane,
Mom was happy, she had a brain.
Fondly, they'll remember me,
And my addiction, wild and free!

Displays....cont’d on pg 14
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A Very Special Shopping

Displays....cont’d from pg 13

Experience
A "Story Telling" Entry and
A True Story by Phyllis
McEuen
We stopped in Attalla, AL one
day for gasoline. As my husband, Dick, filled up the tank, I
looked around and saw a billboard across the street-15
antique ships 5 blocks ahead!
I showed Dick the sign; smiled;
batted my eyes; said "pretty
please"; and was granted one
hour for shopping.

“New Jersey – the Garden State” took the honors in the “Original”
display category. Sari Raby gave us that reminder of New Jersey
with her beautiful flower garden of salts.

We were treated to an interesting learning experience with Bob and
Lucille Bugel’s first-prize winning display “Pressed Glass Molds and
Marks” in the “Research and Learning” category. It was a lot to take
in all at once, and we hope see that again sometime.

The entry “Convention Salts”, in the same category, and which displayed the official salt of each of our National Conventions, caused
lots of interest and discussion. It won an Honorable Mention award
and was done by Kay and Ed Berg. (The photo of this display is
shown with the article about the history of the National Convention.)

We saw open salts in the very
first shop. As the dealer took
salts from the case for us to
examine, he said the salts were
part of his deceased mother's
collection. He then reached
under the counter and showed
us his mother's only salt reference book-Salt Dishes by Clark
W. Brown. I had never seen
this book before so I sighed
and said how wonderful it was
that he had such a rare book.
Dick asked if I was going to
offer to buy the book. I said
no, it was a keepsake from his
mother, and I just couldn't do
that. I did happily pick out two
salts; asked Dick to pay for
them; and headed off for more
shopping.
The next time I saw Dick, he
was carrying a bag and had a
big smile on his face. He
reached in the bag and pulled
out the Brown book. The dealer had slipped it into the bag

and said, "Let's just give this
to your wife. My mother
would be pleased that another salt collector has it!"

Displays....cont’d on pg 15
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Finding Treasures
A "Story Telling" Entry and A
True Story by Phyllis McEuen
Everyone has at least one
story about finding really
neat salts at bargain prices.
Finding the King Glass
Company's Fine Cut and
Block Pattern individual and
master salts tops my list.

“Doulton Lambeth and RoyalDoulton by Elaine Cooper won the blue
ribbon in the “Unusual” category. It was truly an unusual display, in
that the exceptional Royal Doulton salts were ones that you will seldom, if ever see, and they were displayed in a replica of a kiln. This
display also made it’s way here from the west coast.

My husband, Dick, and I
found the individual salts in
Scottsdale, AZ. There was a
set of four clear ones for $18
and a set of four solid blue
ones also for $18. With a
book value of $40 for a blue
one, $4.50 per salt, or $36
for eight was a super price.
We grabbed both sets and
considered ourselves very
lucky.
About a year later, we went
to an antiques mall in
Marshall, TX. When we
walked in, I thought this
place was more flea market
than antiques mall. I wanted
to just leave but the owners
were at the counter near the
front door. They were very
friendly and told us there
was a sale that day, so we
stayed.

In the “Convention Theme” category, the “HMS Gaspee” won an
Honorable Mention ribbon. It was done by Carolyn Hayes, who
unfortunately was not able to stay for the convention. We’re sorry
you missed all the fun, Carolyn, but very much appreciate your bringing the display for us all to enjoy.
Displays....cont’d on pg 16
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As we went through the
mall, almost everything we
saw really was flea market
quality. Then we found one
room that contained nothing
but old glass. As we walked
around, I spotted the King
flashed master salts-two
pink, two amber, and one
blue. Dick didn't believe
Finding...cont’d on pg 16
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There was also a “not for judging – just for fun” display of old salt
bags, containers and other interesting salt-related items. This was
provided by Sherry Diamond. Additionally, an impressive collection
of Crider salts was also shown by Al Diamond and several others.

Lastly, the prestigious “PEOPLE’S CHOICE” Award, which is
awarded based on the ballots of all convention attendees, was presented at the banquet to Don Rabourn for his “Raining Violets” display.
Congratulations to all who won ribbons and again, many thanks to all
who brought displays.

they were salts so he went
to the car for the H&J book
while I checked the salts for
chips and their price. I could
only find a tag on one salt-$20 (5). When Dick
returned, we verified these
really were the master salts
with a book value of $75
each.
We took all five salts to the
counter, expecting to pay
$100. The owner said the
"dishes" were a "set" for the
$20, but with the sale he had
told us about, the price was
only $15 for all 5! We were
in shock but gladly paid for
them. The owner asked if
we knew what these "dishes" were for. He had had
them in his St. Louis, MO
shop for years and no one
could identify them. We
showed him the H&J book
so he could see they were
master salts. We did not,
however, show him the price
guide. Sometimes we can
keep a secret.
A Life cont’d....

A Life Time in Salts
A "Story Telling" Entry By Marsha Powers
At an Antique Show we saw some cute little dishes.
"They are salts," they said, "in all shapes and conditions."
I was only nine, but it was love at first sight.
Decided to collect them with all my might.
One for a quarter, a dollar, or two, I had some
doubt,
But needed more money I soon found out.
After looking and shopping weeks in a row,
I needed a partner who has lots of dough.
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For Christmas and birthdays I could hardly wait
For that rare little salt I knew would be great.
A Tiffany or Quezal, Art Glass, just to name a few
Cause each one is loved, most any salt will do.
I looked for a husband that might love them too.
He decided on sterling and together they grew.
New shelves with lights were needed we knew
In able to see them and enjoy them too.
I think we might write a salt book someday.
As retirement creeps up, it could get in the way,
So we will continue collecting and hunting.
Good luck to you all and hope you'll find something!
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